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JUST ADDED

Mon 20th

9:00am

Bharatanatyam & Kathak Private Lessons

Sukanya Burman Dance

Advance your training in Indian Classical

dance from anywhere with remote private

lessons offered by Sukanya Burman, a seasoned

professional dancer and choreographer. Specializing in

Bharatanatyam and Kathak, Sukanya brings a wealth of

knowledge and expertise directly to you. About

Sukanya Burman: Sukanya Burman, the founder and

Artistic Director of Sukanya Burman Dance, is now

offering private lessons…

 

9:00am

Kundalini Yoga and Meditation

RA MA Yoga New York

A unique and powerful form of yoga that can

be particularly beneficial for dancers. It

focuses on activating and harnessing the dormant

energy at the base of the spine, often referred to as

"kundalini energy." This energy is believed to be a

source of vitality, creativity, and spiritual awareness. It

promotes physical fitness, mental well-being, and a

deeper understanding of the connection between…

 

10:00am

Interpretive Improvisation Dance Class

Kanami Kusajima

I am offering improvisation dance classes at

Abrons Arts Center on Mondays, Tuesdays

and Wednesdays! Anyone is welcome regardless the

amount of dance experience. Please sign up from

here: https://forms.gle/WrMYtZnHr38sWfN36 The

purpose of my dance class is to be fluent in your own

expression/language through dance movements. Most

part of the classes will be

improvisastion/contemporary dance. In…

 

10:00am

Advanced/Pro Ballet with Billy Blanken

Dance Matters NYC

Join us at DMNYC for our Advanced Ballet

Class Series with Billy Blanken!  Mondays

10:00am-11:30am $18/class Located in Long Island

City, right off the 7 train at 33rd St-Rawson St. Sign up

for class and view our full schedule using the following

link https://www.dancemattersnyc.com/drop-in-

classes/ Blanken uses a mindful approach to ballet

technique with a focus on body awareness,

kinesthetic…

 

11:00am

Kundalini Yoga and Meditation

RA MA Yoga New York

A unique and powerful form of yoga that can

be particularly beneficial for dancers. It

focuses on activating and harnessing the dormant

energy at the base of the spine, often referred to as

"kundalini energy." This energy is believed to be a

source of vitality, creativity, and spiritual awareness. It

promotes physical fitness, mental well-being, and a

deeper understanding of the connection between…

 

5:30pm

Kundalini Yoga and Meditation

RA MA Yoga New York

A unique and powerful form of yoga that can

be particularly beneficial for dancers. It

focuses on activating and harnessing the dormant

energy at the base of the spine, often referred to as

"kundalini energy." This energy is believed to be a

source of vitality, creativity, and spiritual awareness. It

promotes physical fitness, mental well-being, and a

deeper understanding of the connection between…

 

6:10pm

Cuban Salsa Classes NYC- Monday Night

Salsa Sabrosa School

Salsa Classes for all levels! 6:10 pm - 7:10

pm: Cuban Salsa Level 1 6:10 pm - 7:10 pm:

Cuban Salsa Level 3 7:10 pm - 8:10 pm: Cuban Salsa

Level 2 7:10 pm - 8:10 pm: Cuban Salsa Level 4 8:10

pm - 9:10 pm: Footwork & Styling! #Before stepping

into the next level, make sure you ask your teacher if

 

6:30pm

Interpretive Improvisation Dance Class

Kanami Kusajima

Tue 21st

9:00am

Kundalini Yoga and Meditation

RA MA Yoga New York

A unique and powerful form of

yoga that can be particularly

beneficial for dancers. It focuses on

activating and harnessing the dormant

energy at the base of the spine, often

referred to as "kundalini energy." This

energy is believed to be a source of

vitality, creativity, and spiritual awareness.

It promotes physical fitness, mental well-

being, and a deeper understanding of

the connection between…

 

10:00am

Open Level Ballet

Dance Matters NYC

Affordable Class Series at Dance Matters

NYC Class prices starting at $13/class,

with packages available! Open Level

Ballet - Tuesdays at 10am / Thursdays at

11:30am Whether you are a former

dancer looking to move again, or a

professional in the industry, Open Level

Ballet offers a nurturing and creative

environment - all while challenging

students. Dancers can modify the given

class exercises if…

 

11:00am

Kundalini Yoga and Meditation

RA MA Yoga New York

A unique and powerful form of

yoga that can be particularly

beneficial for dancers. It focuses on

activating and harnessing the dormant

energy at the base of the spine, often

referred to as "kundalini energy." This

energy is believed to be a source of

vitality, creativity, and spiritual awareness.

It promotes physical fitness, mental well-

being, and a deeper understanding of

the connection between…

 

4:00pm

Contemporary Floorwork Class by

sarAika movement collective

sarAika movement collective

sarAika weekly classes In this

class, sarAika will share their discoveries

and analysis of the use of the body

through a warm-up that focuses on

increasing the space of the joints while

stretching. Followed by exercises that

contain floor work foundation & guided

choreography which leads to fluid and

dynamic movements. sarAika in this

class aims to introduce diverse ways to

use the body in space and…

 

5:30pm

Kundalini Yoga and Meditation

RA MA Yoga New York

A unique and powerful form of

yoga that can be particularly

beneficial for dancers. It focuses on

activating and harnessing the dormant

energy at the base of the spine, often

referred to as "kundalini energy." This

energy is believed to be a source of

vitality, creativity, and spiritual awareness.

It promotes physical fitness, mental well-

being, and a deeper understanding of

the connection between…

 

6:00pm

Kathak (Indian Classical Dance)

Classes in NYC

Archana Arts

ARCHANA ARTS &

CONSULATE GENERAL OF INDIA

PRESENT: NYC KATHAK CLASSES

 

6:30pm

Interpretive Improvisation Dance

Class

Kanami Kusajima

I am offering improvisation

dance classes at Abrons Arts Center on

Mondays, Tuesdays and Wednesdays!

Anyone is welcome regardless the

amount of dance experience. Please

 

6:30pm

The Message

Blackbird Dance Company

Wed 22nd

9:00am

Bharatanatyam & Kathak Private

Lessons

Sukanya Burman Dance

Advance your training in Indian

Classical dance from anywhere with

remote private lessons offered by

Sukanya Burman, a seasoned

professional dancer and choreographer.

Specializing in Bharatanatyam and

Kathak, Sukanya brings a wealth of

knowledge and expertise directly to you.

About Sukanya Burman: Sukanya

Burman, the founder and Artistic

Director of Sukanya Burman Dance, is

now offering private lessons…

 

9:00am

Kundalini Yoga and Meditation

RA MA Yoga New York

A unique and powerful form of

yoga that can be particularly

beneficial for dancers. It focuses on

activating and harnessing the dormant

energy at the base of the spine, often

referred to as "kundalini energy." This

energy is believed to be a source of

vitality, creativity, and spiritual awareness.

It promotes physical fitness, mental well-

being, and a deeper understanding of

the connection between…

 

9:30am

Physical Listening LAB

Equus Projects / Onsite NYC

Physical Listening LAB is

coming up on Wednesday, May

22nd and Wednesday, May 29th from

9.30 am - 12.30 pm with JoAnna Mendl

Shaw of Equus Projects / Onsite NYC. 

Embodied Explorations for Curious

Humans. A somatic practice that

sharpens our noticing and creative

decision-making skills, each class

explores a central inquiry through

somatic experiences, guided

improvisations, doodling, journal writing,

…

 

10:00am

Interpretive Improvisation Dance

Class

Kanami Kusajima

I am offering improvisation

dance classes at Abrons Arts Center on

Mondays, Tuesdays and Wednesdays!

Anyone is welcome regardless the

amount of dance experience. Please

sign up from here:

https://forms.gle/WrMYtZnHr38sWfN36

The purpose of my dance class is to be

fluent in your own expression/language

through dance movements. Most part of

the classes will be

improvisastion/contemporary dance. 

 

11:00am

Kundalini Yoga and Meditation

RA MA Yoga New York

A unique and powerful form of

yoga that can be particularly

beneficial for dancers. It focuses on

activating and harnessing the dormant

energy at the base of the spine, often

referred to as "kundalini energy." This

energy is believed to be a source of

vitality, creativity, and spiritual awareness.

It promotes physical fitness, mental well-

being, and a deeper understanding of

the connection between…

 

12:00pm

Liberated Pelvis

Urban Bush Women 

Engage in a pre-professional

movement study rooted in the

“Liberated Pelvis,” a movement

methodology created and facilitated by

Co-Artistic Director Mame Diarra Speis.

As part of Urban Bush Women’s 40th

Anniversary and Mark Morris Dance

Center’s Pro Series, join us for a

workshop inside of the Liberated Pelvis,

a movement system, that explores pelvic

mobility as the root of powerful

locomotion…

 

5:30pm

Kundalini Yoga and Meditation

RA MA Yoga New York

A unique and powerful form of

yoga that can be particularly

beneficial for dancers. It focuses on

activating and harnessing the dormant

energy at the base of the spine, often

referred to as "kundalini energy." This

 

6:00pm

JLDC Spring Benefit

Jon Lehrer Dance Company 
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JUST ADDED

I am offering improvisation dance classes at

Abrons Arts Center on Mondays, Tuesdays

and Wednesdays! Anyone is welcome regardless the

amount of dance experience. Please sign up from

here: https://forms.gle/WrMYtZnHr38sWfN36 The

purpose of my dance class is to be fluent in your own

expression/language through dance movements. Most

part of the classes will be

improvisastion/contemporary dance. In…

 

6:30pm

The Message

Blackbird Dance Company

BLACKBIRD DANCE COMPANY, a

contemporary Flamenco and Spanish Dance

group led by multidisciplinary performing artist and

movement therapist Aliesha Bryan (she/her), presents

its inaugural program of work on May 20 and 21,

2024 at 6:30 and 8:30 pm. "The Message" is a

meditation in movement on the human experience of

living under the specter of climate change. Through

poetry, improvised and choreographed…

 

7:00pm

Kundalini Yoga and Meditation

RA MA Yoga New York

A unique and powerful form of yoga that can

be particularly beneficial for dancers. It

focuses on activating and harnessing the dormant

energy at the base of the spine, often referred to as

"kundalini energy." This energy is believed to be a

source of vitality, creativity, and spiritual awareness. It

promotes physical fitness, mental well-being, and a

deeper understanding of the connection between…

 

7:08pm

TANGO ABSOLUTE BEGINNERS CLASS 7-

8pm every Monday in midtown Manhattan

NY TANGO SCHOOL NYC

Tuesday Feb 28th Tango Beginners Class 8-

9pm TANGO ABSOLUTE BEGINNERS CLASS 8-9pm

Syllabus will be provided at your first day of Beginners

Tango class *No dance experience or partner

necessary for this 4-week series You will be moving to

the next level after this intensive series.

*Recommended footwear – Leather sole shoes (no

sneakers or platform shoes). If you are an absolute

beginner excited to…

 

7:30pm

RECESS: SWAN SPACE

Chez Bushwick

The journey of began with a pilot

performance in Korea in 2023 and is now

poised for its USA premiere at Chez Bushwick in New

York on May 20th, 2024. It seeks to capture the

fleeting, profound moments that punctuate our lives,

translating them into a language of movement, sound,

and visual wonder. This project is an invitation to

pause, reflect, and connect with the nuances of our

experiences and…

 

8:00pm

Ballet Hispánico School of Dance Pre-

Professional Programs July-August 2024 –

Video Auditions now open through 5/20

Ballet Hispánico

Ballet Hispánico School of Dance announces its pre-

professional audition-based programs are now

accepting auditions! Registration is now open for the

Pre-Professional Division of Summer Programs. Ballet

Hispánico offers world-class teachers with an

unparalleled passion for dance education and various

options for children and young artists to improve

technique or get ahead in our pre-professional…

 

8:00pm

Works & Process Presents Rotunda Dance

Party: LayeRhythm

Works & Process

Works & Process presents Rotunda Dance

Party: LayeRhythm on Monday, May 20, 2024 at 8pm

at the Guggenheim’s Peter B. Lewis Theater, 1071 Fifth

Avenue, NY. Tickets $15 to Choose-What-You-Pay. To

purchase tickets,

visit https://www.worksandprocess.org/calendar/works-

and-process-at-the-guggenheim-rotunda-dance-

party-layerhythm.   Embodying the continuum of

concert and social dance, LayeRhythm,…

 

8:00pm

Rotunda Dance Party: LayeRhythm

Works & Process 

Embodying the continuum of concert and

social dance, LayeRhythm, led by Mai Lê Hô,

interweaves a singular mix of freestyle dance, live

music, and audience interaction to celebrate the

vibrancy of street and club dance cultures. In

conjunction with the Guggenheim’s Member Mondays,

the evening will feature improvisations by musicians,

 

8:30pm

The Message

Blackbird Dance Company

BLACKBIRD DANCE COMPANY, a
 

BLACKBIRD DANCE

COMPANY, a contemporary

Flamenco and Spanish Dance group led

by multidisciplinary performing artist and

movement therapist Aliesha Bryan

(she/her), presents its inaugural program

of work on May 20 and 21, 2024 at

6:30 and 8:30 pm. "The Message" is a

meditation in movement on the human

experience of living under the specter of

climate change. Through poetry,

improvised and choreographed…

 

6:30pm

Afro'Dance Beginners

Harlem School of Arts

Dance with ANGEL KABA.

International Creative & Artistic

Director, has been collaborating with

artists such as Coolio, Orishas, Kaye

Styles, Rihanna, Kayne West, Taye Diggs

and others. Further notable experiences

involved stage/television/commercial

performances and dancing for world

renowned brands like Coca Cola, Levi's,

Fructis by Garnier, Nutella, Universal,

RocNation, MTV, NBC, and SNAPCHAT.

Dance…

 

7:00pm

Kundalini Yoga and Meditation

RA MA Yoga New York

A unique and powerful form of

yoga that can be particularly

beneficial for dancers. It focuses on

activating and harnessing the dormant

energy at the base of the spine, often

referred to as "kundalini energy." This

energy is believed to be a source of

vitality, creativity, and spiritual awareness.

It promotes physical fitness, mental well-

being, and a deeper understanding of

the connection between…

 

7:30pm

lineup

Dalit Agronin and Dancers

Join us for an experience! We are

excited to present to you an intimate and

immersive evening of live music and

dance. Lineup is a night of magic, we

hope you will join us. Pre show music Avi

Dell @avidellmusic

https://www.avidell.com/ Guest Mike

Esperanza @mikeesperanza

https://www.baredanceco.com/ Live

Music Becca Canziani @beccacanzi

Choreography in collaboration with

dancers by Dalit…

 

7:30pm

Absolute Beginners Workshop

Flamenco NYC

Absolute Beginners is the ideal

workshop to start dancing

flamenco. We will cover and practice all

basic aspects for students without prior

flamenco dance experience. Classes will

focus on strong footwork, upper body

coordination, understanding flamenco

music and compás, proper posture and

breathing. We will begin to develop the

muscle strength and dance skills

necessary for flamenco dance as we

learn…

 

8:30pm

The Message

Blackbird Dance Company

BLACKBIRD DANCE

COMPANY, a contemporary

Flamenco and Spanish Dance group led

by multidisciplinary performing artist and

movement therapist Aliesha Bryan

(she/her), presents its inaugural program

of work on May 20 and 21, 2024 at

6:30 and 8:30 pm. "The Message" is a

meditation in movement on the human

experience of living under the specter of

climate change. Through poetry,

improvised and choreographed…

 

Join JLDC for a night of

performance, live music, food

and drink, art, raffles, and good times as

we wrap up our 23/24 season in

style. This year's benefit takes place at

one of Queen's most iconic arts and

culture hubs - Culture Lab in Long

Island City. As Jon was raised in

Flushing and Astoria, Queens, this

event marks a homecoming of sorts.

Join Jon and company for a fun-filled

evening as they…

 

6:00pm

Beginner Ballet with Lily

Mollicone @ mignolo arts center

mignolo arts

Join us on Wednesday nights

6-7PM, May 8th - June 26th for

Beginner Ballet with Lily Mollicone at

mignolo arts center in Metuchen, NJ! 

Lily’s ballet class provides dancers with

both a glimpse into the fundamentals of

ballet for true beginners, and an

opportunity to sharpen technique for

more experienced dancers. Dancers at

all levels will be supported in finding

ease, comfort, and freedom within…

 

6:00pm

Line dance classes int/adv

Orisha Wholeness

This class is an

intermediate/advanced class

with some beginner flavors for those who

have been line dancing for a while

and/or for those who want to challenge

themselves.   Come out and learn some

of the latest line dances and challenge

yourself. This class is FREE  and open to

all

 

6:10pm

Cuban Salsa Classes NYC-

Wednesday Night

Salsa Sabrosa School

Salsa Classes for all levels! 6:10

pm - 7:10 pm: Technique Class 7:10 pm

- 8:10 pm: Cuban Salsa Level 1 7:10 pm

- 8:10 pm: Cuban Salsa Level 3 8:10 pm

- 9:10 pm: Footwork & Styling! 8:10 pm

- 9:10 pm: Cuban Salsa Level 2 #Before

stepping into the next level, make sure

you ask your teacher if he/she thinks

you’re ready for it #To book the class go

to booking. #We strongly advise coming

at least…

 

7:00pm

Pilates For Hypermobility

Workshop

Inspira Physical Therapy &

Pilates 

The Pilates For Hypermobility 4- Week

Workshop will be hosted by Inspira

Physical Therapy & Pilates. Join us for a

fun and informative event where you will

learn how to safely and effectively use

Pilates to manage hypermobility. This

workshop will be offered in-person and

virtually. This 4 week series will run on

Wednesdays from May 15th to June

5th. Don't miss out on this opportunity

to learn…

 

7:00pm

Intermediate Ballet with Lily

Mollicone @ mignolo arts center

mignolo arts

Join us on Wednesday nights

7-8:30PM, May 8th - June 26th for

Intermediate Ballet with Lily Mollicone at

mignolo arts center in Metuchen, NJ! 

Lily’s ballet class provides dancers with

both a glimpse into the fundamentals of

ballet for true beginners, and an

opportunity to sharpen technique for

more experienced dancers. Dancers at

all levels will be supported in finding

ease, comfort, and freedom…

 

7:00pm

Kundalini Yoga and Meditation

RA MA Yoga New York

A unique and powerful form of

yoga that can be particularly

beneficial for dancers. It focuses on

activating and harnessing the dormant

energy at the base of the spine, often

referred to as "kundalini energy." This

energy is believed to be a source of

vitality, creativity, and spiritual awareness.

It promotes physical fitness, mental well-

being, and a deeper understanding of

the connection between…

 

7:30pm

NEW Beginner Contemporary

Class for $14

New York Theatre Ballet

Class Description  Beginner

Contemporary Class with expressive,

dynamic movement material to build

strength, balance, stamina, focus, and

work on technique, movement skills,

concentration, and self-awareness. With

 

7:30pm

Afro'Dance Open Level

Broadway Dance Center

Dance with ANGEL KABA.
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